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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Cedar River is the lifeblood of the City of Cedar Rapids. It not only flows through the heart of the city but has
flown through the hearts and minds of its residents since people first lived along it. In fact, the river and its rapids
formed the magnetism that originally attracted is founders to build a city along its banks. Since then, the river’s
powerful and plentiful waters have served many purposes, which are still evolving today. This is a story of river
recreation. While the Cedar River pumped power into the economy for early residents, no doubt settlers also
found the time to fish, swim, and cool by the river’s edge after a long day of work. Today, the river is still a
significant economic driver and residents still seek to relax by its shores. River recreation began in earnest after the
construction of the 5 in 1 dam in 1978 created a 3-mile long, 9-foot-deep pool that attracted recreational boating,
fishing, waterskiing, and leisure paddling. The City of Cedar Rapids commissioned this study to fully understand the
feasibility of modern-day river recreation opportunities that can serve the needs of the residents, increase vibrancy,
and augment the city’s tourism sector. The report’s findings reveal large untapped recreational opportunities given
the city’s market location, market size, river volume, and demand from residents and visitors alike.
The research for this report started in September 2019 after the city hired Crane Associates of Burlington, Vermont,
an environmental economics consulting firm specializing in water-based recreation and economic development.
The work entailed:
an environmental assessment of the Cedar River including its watershed, hydrology, geomorphology, water
quality, and streambank conditions;
a physical assessment of the 5 in 1 dam, C-street roller dam, and related infrastructure;
a public survey of city residents about their perceptions of the river, their current uses, and future demands
for recreation on their local river;
an extensive market study that included an analysis of the primary and secondary market areas for river
recreation in Cedar Rapids and a market survey of river recreationists in the 8-state upper Midwest region;
three design alternatives for a whitewater park in downtown;
assurances that alterations to the river will not negatively impact the city’s Flood Control System, and;
recommendations on the preferred design, complementary strategies and actions steps, and a 4-year
implementation plan.
The work concluded in December 2020.

The Cedar River is a large river by any account. The river we see flowing through the heart of downtown Cedar Rapids is a collection of water draining 6,748 square miles of land
to the north and west of the city, or 86% of the entire watershed. The remaining 14% is downstream. The Cedar drains into the Iowa River and then almost immediately into the
Mississippi, 25 miles downstream from Columbus Junction. The volume of water flowing through the city is subject to natural variations occurring over the vast watershed which
translates to wide fluctuations of river flows. The annual average river flow was 3,980cfs between 1903 and current day. This annual average has increased by 28% to 5,520cfs,
over the last 35 years due to increased development in the watershed and climate change. Seasonal variations are more dramatic. Average flows in the spring are 24,00cfs or
about 150% higher than the summertime flows of 10,000cfs. Floods are also increasing in volume. The flood of 1851 was estimated at 65,000cfs while the flood of 2008 peaked
at 140,000cfs, the largest on record. The Cedar River has experienced a “100-year flood” six times in the last 58 years. The City of Cedar Rapids is experiencing higher average
flows, higher peak flows and a longer duration of high flow seasons. The world of river recreation will benefit from these changes by taking advantage of higher and longer flows,
which in turn will lead to more opportunities in advanced whitewater parks, longer recreational seasons, and more opportunities for attracting private investment in river
recreation businesses1.
The residents of Cedar Rapids love their river. A public survey of city residents administered in January 2020 resulted in 1436
responses with a 95% confident level (+/-5)2. Eighty-eight percent (88%) of city residents believe the river is a beautiful asset for the
city and 85% visit the river at least once per year for recreation with 30% visiting over 20 times annually. Eighty-seven percent
(87%) believe it is an underutilized asset and would like to see several different types of recreation improvements in the water and
along its banks. A large majority of residents also understand that it serves multiple functions with 75% agreeing that it is an
important economic development asset. With respect to water quality and safety, more residents are leery, with only 24%
agreeing that it is clean enough to swim in. Two-thirds (66%) of residents believe that it is safe for river recreation even though 41%
never enter the water for recreation. On the other hand, 58% engage in some sort of in-stream recreation. Riverside recreation
(out-of-stream) is more popular among residents than in-stream recreation with biking, walking, running and other forms of linear
recreation being highly popular with 2/3rd of residents. This is due to the low barriers to entry for land-based sports over river
sports. River recreation requires more specialized skills, beginner instructions or training, and costly equipment compared to landbased recreation. It would be expected, therefore, that most residents would request increased investments in riverside recreation
over in-stream recreation. However, this report will recommend increased river-based recreation investments for several reasons.
First, in-stream recreation represents a greater untapped market. Second, land-based recreation is currently provided and being
planned for expansion and therefore its demand is assumed to be met. Third, river actions sports are spectator sports with some
studies estimating that for every paddler in the water, there are 6 to 8 spectators, therefore it has greater opportunity to attract
visitors with larger groups sizes and a diversity of interests. Fourth, previously experienced activities have a greater chance of being
selected for preferred improvements than unknown activities Therefore, due to the limited in-stream sport opportunities existing
today, the survey results have an implicit downward bias against in-stream sport investments and should be adjusted through other
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data, information, and professional experience of the researcher. A whitewater park in downtown
Cedar Rapids will have the ability to attract visitors and paddlers from a far greater market area
than bike paths and running trails because trails are ubiquitous in most communities. A
whitewater park designed at the 5 in 1 dam would also serve to create a paddlers trail by creating
downstream passage and connecting the upper reach of the river to several downstream take-out
locations in the downtown and parks further downstream.
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A detailed market analysis of river recreation in the Upper Midwest region revealed a unique
opportunity and challenge for Cedar Rapids. The market area for a typical midwestern river is
250 Miles
South Bend
approximately a 125-mile drive for a “park-and-play” experience. Park-and-play means a boater
Yorkville
enters the river, plays in waves and other river features, and exits the river at the same location.
No shuttle or downstream travel occurs. The market area for a typical river trip, on the other hand,
where downstream travel and shuttles are required, is approximately a 250-mile drive from the
Existing
put-in. Within the 125-mile market area, there are three existing whitewater parks in Manchester,
Elkader, and Charles City and three more being planned in Ames, Cedar Falls and Des Moines.
Proposed
These parks are primarily local parks that attract from a market area of 125 miles3. The unique
element of Cedar Rapid’s market area is that the difference between its primary market area of
Existing and Proposed whitewater parks in the market area
125-miles and its secondary market of 250-miles is dramatic. The outer ring of the secondary
market area includes the major metropolitan areas of Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Kansas City, St Louis, Omaha, and Madison. By extending the market area out to 250
miles the population booms from 3.2 million to 29 million people, the employed population increases 9 times, and their purchasing power increases nearly 11 times. However,
attracting the secondary market requires more than building a simple whitewater park similar to those in neighboring municipalities. It will require a well-coordinated strategy
with multiple recreation features that make Cedar Rapids a destination for adventure sports and family recreation. It is possible to create such a destination and there is demand
in the market area for much more than a whitewater park. Cedar Rapids has many planned ongoing initiatives which will dovetail well with an adventure sport/family recreation
destination including Connect CR, the developments in the NewBo/Czech Village area, and planned developments at 1st and 1st West to name a few.
The estimated number of paddlers in the 8-state, 250-mile market area was calculated from three data sources: the Outdoor Industry Association (OIA) recreation participation
database; the Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) in each state where available; and the 10-year average of national participation rates applied on percapita basis to the counties within the market area. The population of paddlers in the market area ranges from 410,000 in the 125-mile market up to 3.2million in the total
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Except Des Moines. If they compete their river development as planned it will likely attract a regional market of 250 miles or more.

market area. The estimated capture rate from the proposed project was calculated in a
two-step process. First, an equal probability method was applied to all paddlers based
on their paddling options. Second, a gravity model was applied to the market area that
calculated the probability of paddlers driving to Cedar Rapids as a factor of distance. The
model calculated the relative strength of the attraction to visit the proposed project
based on a primary survey of paddlers in the 8-state market area conducted by Crane
Associates. The strength of the attraction to paddlers located in Cedar Rapids was
applied at 100% while the strength of the attraction to paddlers 250 miles away was
22%.
In other words, if the equal probability method stated that the project would capture
100 paddlers from Cedar Rapids then 100 padders would probably visit the park;
however, if the same paddlers were living in Chicago, then the project would only attract
22 of those 100 paddlers. A sensitivity analysis was conducted on key factors in the
model and resulted in an upper and lower bound estimates of visitor days to the park.
Using the median between the two, the primary market will produce 65,384 user days
but the entire market area will produce 129,579 user days. While the proposed park can
only capture 22% of the secondary market, the secondary market population is 9 times
greater than the primary market. The deterrence of distance is overcome by the sheer
size of the population and results in a capture rate that almost doubles the primary
market area. In fact, when combined with the 175-mile area, it does double the potential
user days. However, not all paddlers are created equal. Paddlers from beyond the 175mile range will likely be overnight visitors. Overnight visitors spend more money and stay
longer than day visitors. If the park is designed and built to attract the secondary market,
then Cedar Rapids has the potential to not only double the user days but to increase the
number of overnight visitors.

ESTIMATED USER DAYS AND VISITOR TYPE FROM PROPOSED PROJECT
Upper
Bound

Lower
Bound

Median

Percent of
Total

Primary Visitor
Type

125 Mile
(Primary Market)

87,104

43,664

65,384

50%

Day Visitor

175 Mile

13,362

6,414

9,888

8%

250 Mile
(SeconDary
Market)
Total

73,387

35,226

54,306

42%

Overnight
Visitors
Overnight
Visitors

173,854

85,304

129,579

100%

SUMMARY OF ECONOMIC IMPACTS TO THE LOCAL ECONOMY WITH AND WITHOUT
SECONDARY MARKET
Summary
Lower Bound
Upper Bound
Total Output with Secondary Market

$7,338,766

$15,521,106

Total Output without Secondary
Market

$1,850,239

$3,675,153

Total Jobs Supported with
Secondary Market

73

157

Total Jobs Support without
Secondary Market
Total Wages with Secondary Market

21

42

$

3,168,798

$6,703,944

Total Wages without Secondary
$
788,380
$
1,566,122
The rewards for successfully attracting the secondary market are equally impressive. A
Market
regional economic Input-Output (I-O) model was used to estimate the economic
contribution that paddlers and spectators from both market areas would make to the local economy4. The estimated visitor spending patterns of the overnight and local paddling
markets was provided through the same 8-state survey of paddlers. The model results show that without the secondary market, total annual economic output (direct and indirect)
4 Economic Contributions Analysis of a Proposed Whitewater Park and River Recreation Amenities on the Cedar River in Cedar Rapids Iowa. Crane Associates Inc 2020 to the City of Cedar Rapids (68pp).

from the project amounts to a range between $1.8 million $3.6 million and supports 21 to 42 jobs. If the secondary market was attracted to the project as estimated in the user
day calculations, then the total annual economic output increases to a range between $7.3 million and $15.5 million and support 73 to 157 jobs. In other words, the secondary
market produces an economic contribution that is 4 times greater than the primary market. This is all the result of the unique geographic location of Cedar Rapids combined with
the market dynamics of the paddlers.
Attracting the secondary market is not an insurmountable hurdle.
However, it will take more planning, a clear strategy, and greater
investments from the private sector. To attract paddlers from the
secondary market area, the boater must be willing to drive 250 miles, or
about 3.5 hours. We know from survey data and experience that they will
not travel this far for a park and play experience, but they will for a river
trip. They also will travel this distance for events and river festivals.
Paddlers on river trips enjoy the full spectrum of a river experience
including rapids, waves, eddies, scenic views, peaceful floating,
conversations with friends, picnics, and nature watching. In Cedar Rapids,
paddlers on river trips will get to experience urban conveniences at the
beginning of the trip and quiet nature towards the end. Creating an entire
river trip experience is necessary to attract the secondary market. In
addition to a river trip, other design features and river elements must be
included. They are:
The C-street dam is removed or modified to allow downstream
passage and the creation of a Class II rapid.
At least one commercial outfitter is allowed to operate and market
Cedar Rapids river trips.
Examples of complementary activities to attract the secondary market
The design of the park includes ample spectator conveniences
such as seating, picnic areas, and food and beverage concessions.
The design of the park includes beach areas between the 5 and 1 dam and McGrath Amphitheater that allows for wading in the river with small children
The City moves the skateboard park within close proximity to the whitewater park so that parking can be shared.
The upstream pool above the 5-in-1 dam is maintained at its current level.
In addition to these assumptions, the consultant recommends that the city consider adding other compatible amenities that create synergistic impacts such as an artificial
climbing wall, zip lining, an obstacle course, trampoline park, and balance and flexibility fit stations along the river in close proximity to the whitewater park. Some of these
features may be added through private concessionaires at little cost to the city. The idea is to build up a destination for outdoor and adventure sports that becomes attractive

to the urban dwellers in the 250-mile market. The combination of these amenities tends to attract groups and families of multiple ages and ranges of interests. The group of
amenities encourages visitors to linger longer and invites them to stay overnight.
Based on the findings from all supplementary reports, the consultant
recommends the installation of a whitewater park and related
amenities at the 5 in 1 dam. This location is ideal for economic, social
and physical considerations of the project. This location will increase
vibrancy to the downtown, improve property values, attract visitors
and spectators, and is preferred by a majority of citizens. The 5 in 1
dam also provides the best hydraulic conditions for a premier
whitewater experience suitable for national competitions. A
whitewater park at the 5 in 1 dam will result in downstream passage
and allow for the creation of a paddlers trail through the city. If the 5
in 1 dam is modified to receive a channel for downstream passage and
the C-street roller dam is mitigated or removed, then the City of Cedar
Rapids will have created the possibility of one of the longest river trails
in Iowa. A river trail can begin near Waterloo and continue
unobstructed for 110 river miles until Palisades Kepler State Park. If a
paddler then portaged a partially breached dam in the park, the
paddler could then float another 71 miles to the confluence of the
Iowa and onto the Mississippi River. Three alternative designs were
drawn for a whitewater park at the 5 in 1 dam. After each design was
rated against 25 criteria, including as recreation quality, cost,
Design concept #3
compatibility with the city’s Flood Control System, public safety, and
construction difficulty, the consultant recommended Alternative #3. This is an in-channel design that directs a small portion of river flows from upstream into a single inlet channel
located at the western most opening of the 5 in 1 dam. The design provides two passageways, one for novices and downstream paddlers that bends slowly to the west and a fast
moving straight run with exciting whitewater waves on river left (looking downstream). The whitewater waves can be adjusted by inflatable underwater baffles that change the
size and shapes of the waves depending on the instream flow. The 5 to 10 waves created on the whitewater run are first class quality and suitable for national competitions and
river festivals. Both channels merge at the end and return to the river just upstream of the 1 st Avenue bridge. The project cost is estimated at $14.5 million, which was the second
most expensive after Alternative #1 at $28 million. The construction of this whitewater park will not have a negative effect on the city’s Flood Control System(FCS).

The final report recommends seven overarching recommendations, each with several subtasks that are estimated to take the next three years to implement. After year three, the
project should be ready for construction if the city chooses to move forward with the project. The seven recommendations are the following:
1) Pursue Design Concept #3: It provides the best economic returns and generates the most societal benefits at a reasonable cost.
2) Develop a Business and Operations Plan: The Plan will use design concept #3 as the base assumption and will determine who will operate and manage the park, how the
private sector can be involved, how the capital, operations, and maintenance will be paid, its revenue streams and cost centers, its anticipated visitation rates, and a
marketing plan.
3) Develop Phase Two Design Details: Based on the outcome of the Business and Operations Plan, the project’s design details will be further refined. This second phase of
design details and cost estimates will define the technology used, interior space programming, exterior land requirements, ownership of land or land acquisition costs, and
a complete list of capital costs.
4) Develop a Fundraising Committee and Strategic Plan: With clear cost estimates and improved designs, the city will be in a position to develop a fund raising strategy and
establish a committee charged with implementing the fundraising plan.
5) Mitigate or Remove the C-Street Dam: The C-Street Roller Dam strongly influences the outcome of the proposed project. With the dam in place, the proposed whitewater
park is predominately a park-and-play venue. It will not become a river trip, commercial outfitters will not be attracted to the project, and a water trail is not possible.
Without the C-street dam (or with the dam hazards fully mitigated), the project can expand into a river trip. Commercial outfitters will be interested in marketing the trip,
which then changes the entire business and operations plan. Alliant Energy, owner of the dam, has been fully cooperative with this project to date, and is interested in
remaining a project partner during future stages of development. Moving forward on these recommendations will require full knowledge of the fate of the dam.
Therefore, Alliant Energy should continue in its active and participatory role.
6) Design for the Secondary Market: Attracting the secondary market will produce four times the benefits over the primary market alone. However, attracting them will not
come naturally after simply building only a whitewater park but requires it to be integrated within a larger program of adventure sports amenities that when combined
with entertainment, restaurants and shopping will create a destination that accommodates most or all interests within a visitor group. The additional amenities suggested
include: an artificial climbing wall or ice climbing wall; relocation of the city skate park to the vicinity of the project area; an obstacle course; spectator amenities; beach and
passive streamside designs near McGrath Amphitheater; water taxi’s or tourist gondolas; and a seamless integration with the First and First West development.
7) Increase Public Awareness: initiate a public involvement process where citizen groups spearhead awareness raising, fundraising, and help design the final layout of the
park. Suggested public involvement activities include a promotional video; a front porch network; posters and public mailings.
Cedar Rapids has a large untapped potential to use its beloved river for attracting visitors, creating vibrancy, and improving the quality of life for its citizens. While there are many
options, the most rewarding opportunities will not be the easiest ones. It will require long-term focus and a concerted effort by the public and private sectors and all Cedar
Rapidians.

